PALE/AMBER/MALTY LAGERS

BELGIAN ALES

SUPERDRY - Dry Lager - $6/12oz *NEW*
(abv 4.5%, IBUs 16)

LE SAISON - Belgian Saison - $6/12oz
(ABV 5.2%, IBUs 26)

RICE & SHINE - Rice Lager - $6/12oz
(abv 5.8%, IBUs 20)

TRAPPE KING - Belgian Pale - $6/12oz
(ABV 6%, IBUs 34)

Pale straw in color with subtle aromas of grainy sushi rice. Light aromas of pilsner malt, noble floral
and lemon blossoms. Remarkably quench and crisp.

Redefining Munich Lager by adding steamed jasmine rice to the mash, single hopped with Sorachi Ace
(citrus, herbal) from Japan. This house lager is aromatic, smooth, and super refreshing.

Effervescent and filled with Belgian fruity esters (pears and peppers). Medium high floral and lemony
hops finishes with slight tartness.

Easy drinking copper-colored Belgian ale with distinct floral, fruity (orange or pear), peppery, and biscuit
malt aromas and flavors.

IPA/PALE ALES

ENGLISH ALES

GOING SOLO - Single-Hop IPA *Limited - HBC472* - $7/12oz
(ABV 6.5%, IBUs 42)

HOOLIGANS - ESB - $6/16oz
(ABV 5.5%, IBUs 40)

Going Solo goes experimental with HBC 472 hops. Fresh crushed gooseberries, passion fruit, citrus
and soft pine balanced by a soft malt and hops bitterness.

HOP ASSAULT - Fresh Hops IPA - $5/9oz
(ABV 6.5%, IBUs 60)

2018 U.S. Open Gold award-winning ESB. Low to moderate carbonation with floral, earthy, and herbal
English hop character aroma enhances the biscuit,
and toasty malt flavors from using 100% English malts,

Fresh-hopped with copious amounts of Citra from 2019 harvest year shipped directly to us from
Yakima Valley hop farm. Intense mango, grapefruit and tangerine hops aroma and flavors, balance
malt backbone with firm West Coast style hop bitterness.

BROWN/PORTER/STOUTS

BALANCING ACT - Pale Ale - $6/16oz
(ABV 5.75%, IBUs 40)

Subtle nutty, toasty, and chocolate flavor with aromas that range from cocoa to dark fruits. Azacca hops
provide a clean orchard fruit, floral, and pleasant herbal notes.

A refined and balanced pale ale paying tribute to classic pale. Fresh pine, citrus with hint of blueberry
and notable mango nicely balanced by soft grainy malt, and a crisp finish.

KUNGFU HOPS - IPA - $6/12oz
(ABV 6.5%, IBUs 45)

This unfiltered IPA is our take on how a well balanced IPA should be. Bursting with bright citrus,
melon, stonefruit, and earthy fresh pine wraps in a pleasantly definitive yet soft and smooth hops
bitterness.

KATA - Double IPA - $6/12oz
(ABV 7.75%, IBUs 45)

Complex hops (pine, stone fruit, papaya, and gooseberry) well balanced by clean malty sweetness.

HAZE KICK - Hazy IPA - 16oz Single $6/12oz

(ABV 6.5%, IBUs 45)
Our take on hazy IPA packaged straight from the tank. Fruit-forward and juicy citrus, melon, and
stone fruit.

JU HUA - Crysanthemum Blonde - $7/12oz
(ABV 5.5%, IBUs 20)

Asian-inspired beer brewed with Crysanthemum flower. Native to Asia, this flower imparts beautiful
brilliant golden color, smooth bitterness, and distinct honey and floral aroma.

TONFA - American Brown Ale - $6/16oz
(ABV 6%, IBUs 34)
AMERICAN DREAM - Porter - $6/16oz
(ABV 6%, IBUs 30)

A robust porter with complex dark malt character delivering bold coffee and roast aroma and flavors.

SEVEN OCEANS - Imperial Stout - $7/9oz
(ABV 10%, IBUs 50)

Complex and rich roasted grains (coffee, dark chocolate) with rum-like quality balanced by the roasted
coffee and chocolate malt flavor.

SEVEN SEAS - Foreign Extra Stout - $6/12oz
(ABV 7.5%, IBUs 45)

2018 U.S. Open Silver Award Winner! This FES has a sweet rum like quality balanced by the roasted coffee
and dark chocolate malt flavor and aroma.
Beer Flight (Four 5oz) $14
9oz pour not available for flight

NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
TEA & COFFEE - $3.50

Zen Teas (Morrocan Mint - Ginger Mint - Green Sencha - Green Jasmine - Earl Grey - Black Darjeeling)
Coffee (Blonde - Sumatra)

LOCAL CIDER

SPECIALTY - $3.50

MERCIER ORCHARDS GRUMPY GRANNY - Cider - $7/16oz
(ABV 6.7%) Made with Granny Smith apple, dry cider with tart apple flavor

SODAS - $2.50

- Fresh Lemonade - Shirley Temple - Hopstix Iced Tea

